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THE NEWS
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,

Claiborne Heads
Civitan Cake Sale

Joe Hill, Local Highway Patrolman,
Solves Case Of The Bloody Envelope
By Ouida Jewell
Joe Hill, 26, local Highway Patrolman, turned detective Monday night and with a bloody envelope as a
clue, solved a breakin at the Gibson County Electric
Coop at Union City.
And, the beginning all happened by accident too—
an automobile accident that is.
Trooper Hill was called to the scene of an auto accident a mile north of Fulton on Highway 45 shortly after 10 Monday night. When he arrived a few minutes
later at the scene, the driver, a fellow by the name of
Clark of Wingo, had left the scene. According to Trooper Hill, Clark was drinking and feared arrest.
Clark, who suffered injury when
his head crushed the windshield
of his car, later went to Hillview
Hospital but ran without treatment upon arrival of the doctor.
While Troper Hill was at the
Clark accident, another automobile with four male occupants
weaved by the scene, and the
Highway Patrolman took out after
them. Hill stopped the second car
about three miles south of Wingo, and when the driver of the
car, Lamar West of Lynnville, got
out he was immediately arrested
for drunken driving.
Just prior to stopping the car,

First District
Women's Clubs
To Meet Here
The annual meeting of the First
District Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will be held in
Fulton on November 1 with the
Fulton Woman's Club as host.
The meeting will be an all-day
meeting at the First Methodist
Church, convening at 9 a. m. for
coffee, according to Mrs. Harry
Alison, presdent of the Fulton
Woman's Club.
The liminess session will be underway at 10 a. m, wth Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, District Governor of Murray, presiding. Mrs. C. B. Morgan,
state president, of Leitchfield, Ky.,
wit be the principal speaker.
Lunch wlil be served at noon.
Approxmately 150 are expected
to attend.

Hill noticed a back door of the
car open and shut.
After arresting West. Hill had
the other three young men, all
about 20 years of age, to stand in
front of the West car, while he
searched the interior of the vehicle.
While Hill was doing this, one
of the trio fled on foot into the
nearby woods. It was then Trooper Hill decided to search the trunk
of the automobile, but the owner
failed to produce a key.
Hill then called another Kentucky Highway Patrolman, Houston Hawley, to come out of Mayfield and carry the three men into
the Graves County Jail. Also, the
Burls Wrecker was called to tow
the car to Mayfield. Hill started to
return to the accident scene. After driving a short distance, he
turned around and went back to
where he had stopped the West
car and searched the surrounding area. It was then that he
found a bloodstained envelope,
belonging to Gibson County Electric Coop of Union City. The envelope contained a number of
stamps.
Hill immediately called the
Union City police to inquire if
there had been a breakin at the
Union City firm. The police
checked and discovered that the
Coop had been burglarized, with
several items missing.
Hill searched the trunk of the
West automobile and discovered a
typewriter, bearing Gibson County Electric -Corp sticker, an electric adding machine, a quantity
of various brands of cigarettes, a
quantity of chewing gum and an
(Continued on page lour)

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
Terry-Norman P-TA's spaghetti
supper will be held at the First
Methodist Church Thursday night,
preceeding the Fulton-South Fulton football game. Serving will
begin at 5 p. m. This is a project
to raise funds to purchase TV
equipment for the school.

Ten new airports, representing
an investment by the State of
more than $1-2 million, will be
dedicated Oct. 28, according to
Kentucky Aeronautics Commissioner Philip Swift.
Gov. Bert Combs, Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt, Swift and other officials will participate in the oneday dedicatory flight, which will
take them to all sections of the
state.
The time of the Fulton airport
dedication ceremonies has been set
up from 4:15 p. m. Saturdy to 3:45
p. m., it was announced today.
Mrs. J. C. Olive has mailed
special invitations to the following
city, county and heads of civic organization—Mayors Nelson Tripp,
Milton Counce; City Councilmen—
Smith Atkins, Orian Winstead,
Guy Fry, Ward Johnson, J. a
Lewis, Charles Rice, M. M. Mat-

GLARE'NOE MOLINE

Mr. Moline, a very nice person,
who was born and reared on a
farm near the small town of Custer. Mich., moved to Detroit when
only 17 years old. He lived there
for 35 years, before being transferred to Fulton in 1959 with the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
He is a member of the Berkley,

A scant week-ai-d-a-half remain before voters of the city of
Fulton will go to the polls to decide the fate of their electric distribution system, and during the
past week interest in this matter
and its importance has generated
a number of meetings in the
downtown area and around at
private homes.
Many people remarked this
week that they were just now
realizing the full significance of
the matter that will be put to a
vote, and felt that "the import-

Mich., Masonic Ledge 536, and
both he and his wife are members of the Detroit Unity Church.
They have a son, John, of Dearborn, Mich., who is married and
has a daughter, five. The Molines
also have a daughter, Mrs. Richard Smith of Royal Oak, Mich.,
who has a son eight.
Mr. Molina' hobby is bowling.
Since coming to Fulton, Mr.
Moline hae been very active in
civic affairs and is serving as
Chairman of the Planning Board
and Vice-Chairman of the Board
of Adjustments.
(Continued on page four)

Judge Perce, Seeking Re-Election,
Takes Interest In Welfare Of Children
City Judge H. H. Perce, who has served as Fulton
City Judge since January 1948, is seeking re-election.
He is opposed by Paul Laine of Eddings, a retired railroad employee.
Judge Perce said that he is
making no promises, but plans to
continue enforcing the law as he
has in the past. He does have a
strong interest in the welfare of
children and is strictly against
letting those who run stop signs
and are caught driving while under the influence of intoxicating
bevei.ige go unpunished. He levels
fines according to the law on these
matters.

lived here ever since. He retired
from service in December, 1946.
Prior to being elected Fulton
City Judge. Mr. Perce served as
Judge Pro Tem for one year, during the illness of Judge Lon
Adams.
Judge Perce had one son, Tobe
Perce, who lives in Hollywood,
Calif. His wife passed away in
1950. The Perce home is located
on Fourth Street, in Fulton.

Judge Perce a friendly type of
Judge Perce came to Fulton in person, takes his duties very ser1901, as an express messenger on iously and has proved himself an
the Illinois Railroad, and has honest and non-partial judge since

lock, 0. L. Bushart, Bobby Matthews, Bob McKnight, Ed Neeley,
Henry Bethel; Congressman Frank
A. Stubblefield, State Representative Hoyt Barnett; Fulton County
Judge J. C. Bondurant; Jim
White, who will represent the
Chamber of Commerce; James
Butts, Fulton Jaycees; Mrs Ward
Bushart, chairman of the Twin
Cities Development Association;
Vyron Mitchell, Paul Westpheling, Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Dewey
Johnson, YMBC president;
George Brand, Kentucky State
senator; Dr. R. W. Bushart, Wilburn Allen, magistrate; Martin H.
Warren, president of South Fulton
Booster club.
All the airports have been completed within the last year-and-ahalf.
VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7

With Voting Only Ten Days Away, Interest In
Local Electrical System Ownership Is Picking Up

Clarence Moline, Maintenance Superintendent for
Ferry-Morse Seed Company here, who is a candidate for
Commissioner for the City of Fulton, stated that he is
in favor of the City's purchase of the local Kentucky
Utilities Plant and of providing the citizens of Fulton
with low cost power.

City.

The South Fulton-Fulton Civitan Club expects to sell 5,000
pounds of old fashioned Claxton
fruit cakes with proceeds to be
donated to the proposed Civic
Center.
W. W. Claiborne has been named Fruit Cake Chairman. Appointed to serve with him are cochairman, Gene Brown, secretary,
Charles Browder, treasurer, Harry
Reams and custodian, Church
Beard.
Cakes are available at Atkins,
Taylor and Reams insurance Co.
and Wade Furniture Store.

Ten New Airports, Including
One Al Fulton, To Be Dedicated

Clarence Moline, Candidate For City
Commissioner, Favors Low Cost Power

Mr. Moline, when interviewed
by The News on Tuesday, also
stated that he is in favor of the
Urban Renewal program and low
rent housing. He also wants a
Civil Defense Program for the
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being in office.
His statement follows:
In making my announcement
for re-election as City Judge, I
first want to thank you for your
support in the past. I wish it were
possible for me to call on each
of you personally, but duties at
the office have priority over my
time, hence, I am appealing to you
through the press for support, influence and vote.
The duties of City Judge are
various and requires, not only
presiding over trial of cases, but
also clerical and book work. One
must be able to write legibly and
use a typewriter in the execution
of warrants, garnishments, subpoenas and other legal documents,
(Continued on page four)

ance of voting yes" should be discussed as often as possible in small
group meetings and get-togethers
from now until election date in
order that the .ollest possible
number of citizens can become informed.
The NEWS will be happy to
publish letters on this matter if
any arrive in time for next week's
paper; The News office may be
used for obtaining information
either by phone or personal visit.
A number of important points—
as we see them—are mentioned in
an editorial in this issue on page
two.
Basically, the question to be decided at the polls is Whether the
citizens of Fulton want to buy
their own electrical distribution
system from the Kentucky Utilities Company, or whether they do
not. Such a purchase, if voted,
would be financed by revenue
bonds to be repaid from system
profits and even while the bonds
were being paid out in the years
ahead, rates could be lowered below that now in effect.

Librar
Margaret 1. King
Periodical Dept.
Kentuck.II,
l'ailversity of
Lexington, Ky.

lac
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Most Candidates Oppose Tripp's Views
On Payroll and Occupation Tax For City
Menwhile Mayor Tripp's terra
Fulton's municipal election to name a Mayor and
four commissioners and a police judge is going into the 0 foffice has produced such new
taxes as:
home stretch with the election to be held on November —The increased tax on autos
from
7. This week the News publishes more campaign statefive dollars'to ten dollars to
ments by the various candidates and though many of pay for new bridges on Commercial Avenue and Burns Avethem speak loud and clear regarding much needed improvements for the city, none as yet, has advocated any -A four per cent tax on fire innew revenue measures to pay for the path to progress. surance premiums passed on the
policy-holders by the insurance
To the contrary, statements in this week's paper made 'Cl)mpanies.
—A two percent tax on life inby the candidates oppose some of the tax measures prosurance premiums. This tax to the
pOsed in the past.
company was also passed on to
Only one candidate, Gilbert DeMyer for Mayor, has the policy-holder.
touched on the sensitive subject of taxation. Mr. De- --An occupational tax to electric
phone companies. Kentucky
Myer promised, that if elected, he would reduce the and
Utilities is paying $200
month,
automobile tax from ten dollars to five dollars as soon but Southern Bell has a ript
yet
as possible. The ten dollar tax created a storm of pro- complied with the ordinance.
—Contmuatain of the creek tax
test last March when a wider coverage was extended although
the Harris Fork Creek
to include all persons working within the city limits, bond issae has been paid.
Fulton's tax rate on property
whether they lived in Fulton or not. Mayor Nelson
assessment is set by law for fourth
Tripp stood firm on the increased coverage and has class
citles such as Fulton at a
made no comment whether he will continue the tax or. maximum of seventy-five cents
per
hundred dollars of assessreduce it, if he is elected.
Such revenue producing measures as a payroll tax, an occupational tax, increased property assessments and other methods of
new revenue suggested to the City
Council at various times by Mayor
Tripp have been publicly opposed
by candidates in today's issue.

While some Fultonians admire the ,ment. Only a drastic overhaul of
"ambitious" program of develop- property assessments, as prop,ment as pointed out by Mayor -by Mr. Tripp, can produce
Tripp and the other candidate's appreciable' amount ef revenu.
Who have stated their views, many this channel. Mr. Tripp's views on
added taxation are matters of
are apprehensive that a barrage
public record on the minutes of
of new taxes will result if the pro- the City Council n.,e+ings
at the
grams are to be put in effect.
City Hall.

Commissioner Candidate Winstead
Opposed To Pay Roll Tax For City
Orian L. Winstead, a candidate for Commissioner
for the City of Fulton, has served on the Fulton City
Council for the past four years.
Mr. Winstead is chairman of
several council committees, including_ the Street Department,
Bridges, Lights, Telephones and
of the Mosquito Spray Program.
And, on May 1960 he was appointed by the City Council as
Chairman of the Police and Fire
Departments.

Manager form of government, for
Urban Renewal and for city owned power.

The local city official also stated
that he is opposed, and has been
for the past four years, to an occupational tax or payroll tax for
the City of Fulton.
Mr. Winstead, friendly type perMr. Winstead, in an interview son, has been co-owner and manwith The News on Tuesday, stat- ager of the Paul Nailling Impleed that he is in favor of the City ment Company here for the pa,t

23 years_ He is a member of the
First Methodist Church, a former
Rotarian, and a great hunter and
fisherman.
Mr. Winstead was born in 1909
in Weakley County near Dresden.
He attended the Dresden schools,
then moved to Fulton in 1935, beginning to work immediately for
the Paul Nailling Implement Company, where he has remained
since.
In 1929 he married Miss Ruby
Delene Matheny of South Fulton
They have owned their hornc at
112 Jackson Street for the past
23 years.

Bill Rice, Candidate For Commissioner,
Not In Favor Of Payroll Tax For City
Bill Rice, who is a candidate for Commissioner fo.
the City of Fulton, stated today that he is not in favor
of a payroll tax for the city.

time; of reducing speed limit for
Mr. Rice, who served as chairtrucks and prohibiting noisy muffman and general manager of a
lers on West State Line; of listenwater district for eight years being to and investigating all comfore moving to Fulton in the
plaints and suggestions of the taxspring of 1958, is in favor of the
payers of Fulton and to comply
urban renewal, a city budget, and
wherever it is reasonable and fair
a yearly audit published in such a
to do so; of first things first, such
form that the taxpayers may see
as street repairs, etc.; and of cityhow their tax money is spent.
owned public lighting system.
In stating to The News what he
Mr. Rice, a very friendly man.
was, and was not, in favor of if is against ineffecient
and wasteful
elected as Commissoiner of the methods, such as the
jo done in
Too busy to write that long City of Fulton, Mr. Rice, also list- the Highlands sewer project.
newsy letter to the students in ed the following:
"I will not sell the city anything
college? Everybody is, so why not
He is in favor of a city manager, directly or indirectly which is
let them hear from you each week college training and experienced, illegal; I am free of any pressures,
the newsy way . . . send them a not a local man; of placing women • as I do no business in Fulton." .
copy of the Fulton News each guards at all school crossings,
Mr. Rice was born and reared
week for just $1.75 for the col- morning-. noon and at
1111,1 RH!.
(Continued on page four)
dismissal
lege term.
Your "letter" will leave the
News office every Wednesday afternoon and in no time at all
they'll have all the home-town in
ONE compact issue. Just call the
News office today and that letter
will be started right away.
Members of the Twin Cities
Mrs. Rosalie Greer Brown. 42.
She leaves te,secies lee r husbeenei
All-Star basketball team, which of Union City, a native of Fulton,! and
mother, two daughters, Mrs.
will play the Arkansas Travelers, died at 6:45 p. m. Tuesday at the !Dale
Breeden of Kansas City, Mo.,
all-girl professional team, at Ful- Obion County Hospital in Union
and Miss Katie Brown of Union
ton High Auditorium on the night City of burns received last Thurs- City; a
brother, the Rev. Hubert
of October 30, have been selected. day morning when her home in Greer
of Danville. Ark.: a sister,
The Arkansas Travelers are be- Union City was partially destroy- Mrs. Paul
Ashley of Kansas City;
ing sponsored here by the local ed by fire.
and a grandchild.
Norman Terry had charge of the Jaycees.
The
body
is
at
the
Whitnel
Funprogram at the regular Rotary
Club luncheon meeting on Tues- ' The All-Star players are: Larry eral Home, where services will
day at the Park Terrace. The Henderson and Corky Hill, both probably be held Thursday afprogram was a question and an- of Cayce; Virgil Covington, Don- ternoon at 2. The Rev. Mr. Koonce
swer sessiona on the Rotary Club. ald Parchman, both of South of Union City will officiate. Burial
The visiting Rotarians were Fulton; Darrell "Fats" Wray of will be in Obion County Memorial
Henry Edwards of Clinton, Harry Water Valley; and John McAlister, Gardens.
Mrs. Brown was born in MisKoonce of Carbondale, Ill., and E. Jeff Lester, Bill Stewart, Ronnie
J. M. Lamb, Spanish teacher at
K. Jones of Martin
McAlister, Eddie Erickson and souri, but had lived in Fulton for Fulton County High School,
has
the
past
30
years,
up
until
recentWalter McAlister, all of Fulton.
been elected president of the West
Reed Holland and family have
Ual Killebrew will coach the ly. She was the daughter of Mrs. Kentucky Language
Association.
Oliver Cash of Fulton and the late
been here visiting his parents, Mr.
He was elected Friday, October
Hubert Greer.
local team.
and Mrs. W. L. Holland.
13, out of hundreds of teachers in
The public is invited to attend
Mrs. Brown and her husband, all of Western Kentucky. This is
the game.
Brown.
Tucker
Fulton
business- his first year at Fulton County
VOTE "RIGHT" NOVEMBER 7
man, built and owned the Fulton High. He is formerly a resident
of
VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7
VOTE "RIGHT' NOVEMBER 7 Plaza Court here for many years. Georgia.

Students Love
The News.. Like
A Weekly Letter

All-Star Team
Is Selected

Burns Are Fatal Tuesday to Former
Fulton Woman, Mrs Rosalie Brown

Terry Has Charge
Of Rotary Program

Lamb Named Head
Of Language Assoc

Do You Know What You're Voting For??
If you live in Fulton, you are going to be asked to vote November 7 on
whether or not you favor acquisition
of the local electric distribution system.
Or don't
Do you or don't you?
you know??
We thought it might be a good
idea this week to take a little space
here to discuss this question and what
it means for ninon. It IS important;
you SHOULD vote and make yourself
heaM on the matter.
Specifically, the question on the
ballot will read thusly:
"Are you in favor of the city of
Fulton, Kentucky acquiring an electric plant by the exercise of the power
of eminent domain and the issuance
of revenue bonds in an amount suf.
ficient to pay the entire damages and
costs of such acquisition?"
The question on the ballot makes
the problem sound a bit tougher than
it actually is. Actually there will be
no court fight; KU has agreed to sell
peacefully without a legal battle, and
the selling price has been agreed on as
fair and justifiable. Thus will the citizens of Fulton be spared a series of
costly court actions that have cost
Princeton, Paducah and Glasgow
thousands on thousands of dollars.
There are a number of good reasons why the citizens of Fulton
should mark "yes" to the above question:
The City can run its own electric
distribution system through a semiindependent Electric plant Board,
buy electricity wholesale from KU
and make enough money out of the

operation to eventually do away with
all city taxes. Madisonville, Kentucky
does this.
The City can buy wholesale from
KU and still sell to its citizens at
slightly-above TVA rates after the
system is paid for, using the profits
for general expenditures if desired.
The City can buy wholesale from
KU for a time and then switch over
and buy from TVA from then on, if
the citizens want it. This would then
reduce local rates down to any other
TVA-served system. Under TVA, of
course, there would be no profit for
the city to use in its own operations,
since TVA does not permit a profit to
accrue.
The Electric Plant Board of Fulton has indicated that all present
KU employees in Fulton will be offered jobs here if they desire to stay.
The system would be paid for out
of earnings (revenue bond issue) and
there would be no taxes levied against
the people of Fultoheither to pay for
the system or to support it in any
way.
The electric plant Board would
run the electric system; the Mayor
and Commissioners would have nothing to do with its operation beyond
appointing one man to the Electric
Board each year to replace one whose
term had expired.
These are just some of the reasons why you should vote "yes".
The only reason to vbte "no" is
in order to keep things as they now
are, with Kentucky Utilities Company the sole local source.

When Public Officials Conduct Public Affairs
In Private, You Can Expect Some Dishonesty
All newspapermen now and then
run up against a wall of secrecy in the
handling of the pubic's business.
Closed-door meetings; half-truths later released for eublication after such
meetings; the "public-be-damned" attitude of many custodians of public
aftairs arouses bitter protests by edi-tors from time to time.
The press in this country—which
is dedicated to the people's right to
know—has many champions of this
right who never let up in their efforts
to keep their colleagues in the Fourth
Estate and the public aware of the
vast amount of secrecy that surrounds the acts of many public officials.
One of these champions is James
S. Pope, executive editor of the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times.
Crusading for the public's right to
know has been almost a life-time pursuit of Mr. Pope.
Speaking recently on a panel discussion at New York University, Mr.
Pope remarked:
"Of all possible summit meeting
possible the most important
quite
it's
one in our future would be a real negotiation for common sense as between the harried guardians of our
safety and the purveyors of public information.
"The President last spring, in
terms newspaper editors thought
much too vague and unrealistic, asked
us to insure security, each in his own
way. And our manifeit—annoyance
seemed to make him doubt our interest in security, when our real trouble

was our interest in truth. It's not too
late for editors and government to
understand and talk sense to each
other. The heart of our estrangement
is the secret. The government thinks
we don't keep enough of them. We
think the government keeps too
many. As of now we have an enormous file of evidence; theirs is hard
to ascertain. They are afraid, and evasive. The secret terrifies those who
have it.. . .
"No editor wants to make the
enemy a present of fresh and useful
information. Keeping America informed does not mean publishing
every military or diplomatic secret
we possess. But contrariwise, keeping
America in blind-folded ignorance of
its defense operation could become
more valuable to any enemy than all
the military secrets we own. We
won't find a way to save both truth
and security by declaring internal
war, and fighting it out with megatonic phrases."
What Mr. Pope had to say may
be made to apply equally to public officials on the lower levels of government,from state capitals down to city
and county officeholders.
Some public agencies in Paducah
have long had the unhealthy habit of
conducting their business—which is
the public's business—in private, as if
they feared for the public to know
what they were doing. This is a situation that will not be altered until the
people arouse themselves to demand
that their business be conducted fully
in the open.
—Paducah Sun

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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HOW DO WE STOP THE CLOCK?
The Rev. J. C. Gilbert, pastor of
The First Methodist Church of Mayfield, recently printed in his church
bulletin an alarming observation
which he declared is "worth repeating, worth thinking about, and worth
doing something about." It traces the
historical course which people follow,
unless they actively choose to alter
the course.
According to this "look at history"
the people go1. From chains to spiritual faith.
2. From spiritual faith to courage.
3. From courage to liberty.

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

About Town With

I have received my copy of Hall
Allen's book on the Civil War in
this area and it is very nice. If
you haven't already purchased a
copy, you may do so by mailing
three dollars to the Sun-Democrat
or you may purchase a book at
any bookstore in the area. It is
very interesting and very well
written.

mation acquired and the exhibit
collected into an illustrated story
"A Bazaar in India."

Highway Patrolmen are called
on to do all kinds of things in line
at duty. Late Saturday night a
truck hit a cow nearby and Duck
Smith had to go out and shoot the
animal.

As there are many of you who
do not have Civil Defense literature, I am taking it upon myself
to print in my column bits of information from time to time I
think you should know about.
Do you know what the signals
will be in case of an atomic attack? No?
The ALERT SIGNAL will be a
steady blast of three to five minutes on sirens, whistles, horns, or
similar devices.
WHAT TO DO—Tune AM radio
to a Conelrad station, 640 or 1240,
for emergency instructions.
KNOW YOUR LOCAL CIVIL
DEFENSE emergency plans (Fulton hasn't any at present, but I
understand they are being formulated); obey police and Civil Defense instructions.
DO NOT USE THE TELEPHONE.
Do not oecome panicky if your
radio is silent for a short time.
This is necessary to switch to
emergency broadcasting frequencies.
TAKE COVER SIGNAL is a
wailing tone or short blasts for
three minutes en sirens, whistles,
horns or similar devices.
WHAT TO DO—at home, get in
shelter, or shut outside doors and
windows and take cover in basement or in interior first-floor
room; outdoors, seek best available cover, stay put until you get
word to come out.
IMPORTANT—If you see bright
flash of light, take cover instantly.

Here's a simple p..scription for
Come and observe
happiness:
World Community Day November
3 at 10 a. m. at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, sponsored
by the United Church Women.

"Better see what the judge wants!"

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:—
October

24, 1941

Paul Farlow, agricultural agent
for the Illinois Central System,
was the guest speaker at the Rotary Club meeting Tuesday and
made an interesting talk on the
work of the railroad company
along its Southern lines.
The Fulton Bulldogs piled up
a score of 33 to 0 against the Trigg
County high school team at Fairfield Park last Friday night.
The South Fulton Red Devils
suffered their first defeat of the
season last ThorSday afternoon in
Sharon when they were defeated
20 to 9.
Seventy-five trucks of Company

H, the 30th Quartermaster Regiment of Maxwell Field at Montgomery, Ala., passed through Fulton Wednesday night enroute to
Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis, Mo.
Fourteen Murray College students have been selected for listing in the "Who's Who Among
American Colleges and Universities."
Farmers of Fulton county have
indicated their progressive and
co-operative spirit by again joining up strong in the Farm Bureau.
A membership drive was conducted last week, and the quota of 700
members was topped in one short
week, and that is a record that
has never been duplicated by any
other county in the state of Kentucky

100 Years Ago This Week
An Historical review of TUE CIVIL WAR DAY-BY-DAY
Ibilateri•I is from publication of exactly ono hundred soars ago, •rlelnal
wording from references In tbe Library of Congress. Washineien. Reporting
In the paper. wan usually very one-aldedu gra sonic to be fair In co•erago and
preserve a national balance
.
RY

WILI.IAIN

H. MMILIfILY

Fourth Week in October, 1861 '
The Battle of Ball's Bluff, fought
a few miles from Washington on
October 21, 1861, was probably the
most disastrous battle of the war
from the viewpoint of the Union
army. Because of this battle and
the defeat of the Union soldiers,
the Congress organized the Joint
Committee on the Conduct of the
War. Senator Wade of Massachusetts was the Chairman. For
the four years of the war, the influence of that committee was
said to be "Malign" to the Union
war effort. It seems that often the
Committee would seek someone to
act as a "scapegoat" after any
Union disaster. The actions of this
committee caused many Union officers to lose heart in the War.
After Ball's Bluff, it was Brig.
Gen. Charles P. Stone who was
the scapegoat. Stone was removed
from command and imprisoned in
Ft. Lafayette, New York, without
any charges over having been
brought against him.
The Richmond papers reported
the battle at Ball's Bluff in this
way: "Battle of Leesburg. A brilliant victory gained by the Confederates under Gen. Evans over
the enemy commanded by Col.
Baker. Baker was slain and nearly all of his command was killed
or captured."
It seems that McClelland had
suggested to Gen. Stone that
Union troops be sent across the
Potomac. Stone ordered the movement at Ball's Bluff, but did not
provide maps or accurate information. Col. Baker, who had until
just recently been the Senator
from Oregon, was in command of
the Union troops.
The Union soldiers crossed at a
place where the banks on the
south side of the Potomac were
high, and the river was deep. The
crossed in small boats, climbed
the bluff, and began to make their
way through the timber to the
south of the river. Superior Confederate forces jumped them while
they were disorganized, and the
disaster followed. The North had
237 killed or wounded, and 714
captured or missing. Many of the
missing had been drowned as they
attempted to recross the Potomac.
All during the summer and early fall of 1861, the newspapers in
North Carolina had been apprehensive that the State would be
invaded. North Carolina had been
one of the most Unionist of the
Confederate states. Men from
North Carolina were often willing
to join the Confederate army to
"repel invasion" by the North, but
insisted that they not be sent to
"invade the North." (And yet,
forever after, the Tarheels would

boast of being "First at Big
Bethel, furtherest at Gettysburg,
and last to surrender at Appomatox!)
North Carolina had seized Ft.
Macon at Beaufort and Ft. Caswell south of Wilmington. She had
also outfitted the "Winslow" as a
raider of Union commerce. After
the Winslow had captured several
Northern ships, there had been an
outcry in the Northern papers that
the Union navy must" . . . stop
up the N. C. coast!"
Union Naval operations had
started aaginst the North Carolina coast on August 26. The Confederates had fortified the entrance at Hatteras inlet. These
two forts, called "Ft. Hatteras"
and "Ft. Clark" had been captured
along with 670 men, 35 cannon,
and over a thousand stands of
small arms. The Union fleet had
also captured the posts at Ocracolre Inlet (Portsmouth and Beacon Island) on September 16.
The South had lost another 22
cannon at Ocracoke Inlet. Now
the State of North Carolina must
fortify the cities of Beaufort, New
Bern, and the small towns along
the banks of the Neuse and Pamlico rivers.
Those things had happened just
as the South had been most in
need of troops to save Western
Virginia from the Union Army.
North Carolina troops were needed at home, and the City of Norfolk was helpless against the
North.
The closing of the North Carolina ports had made something
else necessary. To supply the Confederate army in Virginia, any
supplies which were brought in
Europe must not only run the
blockade, but they must then be
landed in the deep south below
the blockade) and then shipped by
the small trains of that time to
the battlefront of in Virginia.
During 1861, the Union ships making up the blockade captured one
of every ten ships which managed
to run the blockade. (This figure
was raised to one of every eight
in '62, one of every four in '63,
and one of every two in '64.)
Federal ship crews shared in
prize money, and during the
course of the War, there were 1,146 ships captured by the North.
Some Union officers would become rich, and practically every
who
Southerner
invested
in
ships would become penniless. The
crewmen in a blockcade runner
were paid as much as $250 and the
Captain as much as 5,000 for a
single trip. The blockade set in
motion a great smuggling operation which at times involved
many prominent men, both North
and South.

Harold Weldon of Fulton has
been named manager of the Linin Fayetteville,
coln Theatre
Tenn. This past summer he was
manager of an open air theatre
here.
Congratulations, to Mr. and
Mrs. C. 0. Meacham, who observed their 51th wedding anniversary
on Monday of this week.
Congressman and Mrs. Frank
Stubblefield of Murray and Washington were guests at the Roy
Acuff show here Saturday night,
sponsored by the local Shrine
Club.
Mrs. Jewell McClain has returned home after a visit in Detroit with relatives. While there
they visited in Canada, also.
The Cayce P-TA will have a
ham supper Friday night, October
27. They will start serving at 5:30
p. m. Plates will be $1.25 for
adults and 50c for children.

A big drive is on this week for
clothes for the local Clothes
Bank. Clothes for children are especially needed. If you have any
clothes to donate call C. H. McDaniel at City Drug.

Mary Alice and Red Coleman
are in the process of building a
concrete block fallout shelter in
their basement. They plan to have
bunk beds, etc. in the shelter.
They got all their information
from the Civil Defense in Washington. Mary Alice has enough
canned food in her basement to
last a year.
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Kentucky is the leading producer of hardwood veener logs in the
six central states.

Rugs Need Cleaning?
Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
in a few minutes. Rent 'our
GLAMORENE

William S. Willett, who spent
six years in India on the construction of a gigantic steel mill which
today employs thousands of natives of various castes and customs, appeared at Carr Auditorium on Wednesday, October 25 at
9 a. m.
During these years Mr. Willett
came face to face with the mysteries of the Orient and the terrors of the jungle. He made art intensive study of the country, its
people and their life and customs.
He collected many curios and
items. He has woven the infor-

Electric Rug Brush
(Low daily rental, $2)
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE drycleaner; I gallon does up to 4
9162 carpet areas; kills moths instantly.
We also rent—

Hospital Beds
High Chairs
Wheel Chairs
Roll-away beds
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Walnut St.

Behold, I stand at the door, and knock.
If any man hear my voice, and open
the door, I will come in to him, and will
sup with him, and he with Me. REV: 3,20
SUNDAY SCHOOL — 10: A M.
CHURCH SERVICES — 11: A. M.
7: P. M.
—
EVENING SERVICE
C. E. WORLEY, PASTOR

THE FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
SO.FULTON,TENN.

103 TAYLOR STREET

Ammummummasummtrinicionummumnimmamminumosionneimmoursemmuniu,

EXPLORE KENTUCKY ...

Fall is the ideal time to explore the
many natural wonders of Kentucky ...
when the weather is mild and refreshing ... when natural beauty is most
colorful . . when the outdoors is most
tempting for the relaxing pursuits of
riding, hiking, golfing ... and when
f,J,;nci is at its best.
Don't miss the many thrills of Kentucky
in this Fall ... this Fall ... for a day,
• week, or a month.
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Something new was added to the variety of programs held in the many clubs around the area. The presentatio,k of readings is growing in popularity all over
America] and it proved just as popular in Fulton on
Tuesday night of last week at the first meeting of the
Drama and Literature Department of The Woman's
Club. Samuel Holly, whom many of you have heard recite his "thought for the day" over WFUL was the
guest speaker and if ever we saw a more rapt and interested audience it was that one.
Sam, as he is affectionately
called all over the West Kentucky
area, delighted his audience by
reading some of his and his audience's favorite poems. Sam read
poems from the pens of the immortal poets, but then he also
read some written by his longtime friend, Rev. Eason, a former
pastor in Hickman. Rev. Eason's
poems were enjoyed just as much
as the more familiar ones and
Sam proved himself a real artist
in his presentations.

knowledge •
. Samuel Holley.
She had asked Sam before that to
be on her program, but the only
contact she had had with him,
before the storm, was through the
live-wire and Sam's program.
The club was delighted to have
Mrs. Holley and Colonel Wendell
Holly, their son, as guest. A delicious dinner was served. Mrs.
Bob Brown presided for Mrs.
Glenn Veneklasen, the department's chairman, who was unable
to attend.

Program leader for the evening
was Mrs. H. H. Bugg, who told of
her first encounter with Sam and
from what we heard it will be a
long and lasting friendship. Mildred said she met Sam quite by accident when she and Hilliard were
at Reelfoot Lake and Mildred was
frightened to death by an impending storm. She saw a couple sitting in a car nearby and went
over and asked the gent in the car
the best way to get out of the
storm and she was given some
good advice . . . and who was the
fellow with all the weather

Our European correspondent,
Bettie Louise Reed, reported from
Italy the other day and she remarks that the land is unbelievably beautiful. We can well imagine
that. We have always dreamed of
going to that far-off land ourselves, but with the international
situation as it is, looks like we
won't have to worry above the
cost of transportation . . . we'll
just be blown over on some atomic
blast.
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Roper Television
Phone 307 I

SUPERSAVINGS ON
TOP STYLE & QUALITY

SEAT COVERS
STARDUST OR SUPREME LINE
STARDUST
With superb Fulmer sty!.
ing. in the very popular
Lurn-Puf Saran Fabric.

ICH

!TN.
MEM

VALUES
TO '35.00
... ONLY '24.88
THE FAMOUS

Saran Plastic with all-Vinyl Art Leather trim. No
cloth to wear out.

... ONLY 99.88

a

I•
•

DIA

Compare with others at

$25.00

CLEAR PLASTIC COVERS
...
▪ to preserve your new car's interior beauty.
15 GAUGE (heavy duty)
(25 percent
guaranteed for life of car)

STYLE

The United Church Women will
observe World Community Day on
November 3 at 10 a. m. at the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The public is invited.
An outstanding program on the
Observation of Christmas was
given at the October meeting of
the Victory Homemakers Club on
Tuesday of last week in the home
of Mrs. Fred Collier.
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins told the
members that careful plans should
be made by the entire family for
the Christmas holidays.
Decision on how much money to
be spent, for presents, decorations,
meals and parties should be made
early.
Menus and marketing should be
attended to well in advance of the
eventful day. Above all, the entire family should be made to
realize the spiritual aspect of
Christmas. Much enthusiasm was
shown over the decorations and
presents appropriate for Christmas shown by Mrs. Ray Graham
and Mrs. Jenkins.

new members, Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs. N. J. Tobin and Mrs.
Carl Pirtle, and two guests, Mrs.
Commodore Brann of Oklahoma
City and Mrs. Allison were seated
at four long tables, according to
the season in which their birth
date occurred.
Mrs. H. H. Murphy, chairman of
the program committee, gave a
most interesting preview of the
progras planned for the year. Mrs.
James White and Mrs. W. S. Atkins had served with her on this
committee.
The programs discussed by Mrs.
Murphy included a book review, a
hobby show, a China and glass
display, a tour of homes decorated
for Christmas and a May Day
breakfast which will reflect the
period of the Gay Nineties.

vidual problems, likes and needs.
Page 3
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2. Keep bills within reach.
3. Let younger children help Travis. Mrs. Dale
Clark was coplan.
hostess.
4. Develop traditions — keep
some things and serve certain
Mrseind Mrs. George Newbill of
favorite fooslThe Nev, .s pleased to (...1,1
5. Please, regard "Property Fulton were hosts Oct. 15 to an
birthday wishes to the followii _
Rights"—don't take other peoples' annual get-togethers which starton their birthdays:
•
evergreens.
ed 22 years ago as a wedding an6. Teach the children to develop niversary celebration for two
October 27: Mrs. Marvin Crockthe right kind of Christmas spirit. couples,
er, Shirley Lee Fields, Sara Jane
Lastly, small work-groups were
Twenty-three people gathered Hall; October 28: Mrs. Bill Smith,
formed, plans were made for a
for the all-day affair and enjoyed Jessie Taylor; October 29: Lee B.
Christmas holiday for a suggested
Rucker; October 30: Sidney Cellia delightful dinner at noon.
family of assorted ages, setting
ham, Sally Ann Pirtle, Dr. Ward
Mrs.
Blankenship
Kelly
of
Joaside a certain amount for gifts,
Bushart, Mrs. Sam Hibbs; October
liet, Ill., Mrs. Sue Puckett of Cundecorations and entertainment.
31: Mrs. H. A. Brown; November
ningham, Ky., Mrs. Wilson All1: Mrs. Peggy Marten
cock of Barlow and Mrs. Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pickle of Big of Clinton, all had rooms at the
Spring, Texas spend last week Newbill home before they married VOTE "RICI11— NOVI:misER 7
with her mother, Mrs T F Wil- and It was at that time the anliamson on Hickman Highway.
nual celebration began. The affair
was planned to celebrate the wedFeed Your Hogs
The Fulton Hammond Organ ding anniversaries of the BlankenSociety met last week in the ships and the Pucketts.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wilson
in Clinton
The first meeting of the Beethoven Club was held Oct. 16 at
A Completely Balanced
Program chairmen for each the Woman's Club at 3 p. m.
Ration For Fast, Efficimonth of year was selected at a
ent Gain
meeting Oct. 15 of the Junior The address
of Mrs. Sue Sanders
Music Club. They are: Joy Fagan. who is ill, is as
follows: 4247 N
December; Mary Jo Pawlukiewiez, Hermitage, Chicago,
13, III. We are
January; Mae Mann, February; sure she would
Fulton, Ky.
appreciate hearin.:
Bob Anderson, March.
from her friends in Fulton.
4n April the students who rate
superior at Murray or Paducah
will play for the Women's Music
Club.
Jane Edwards is chairman and
YOUR VOTE FOR
Ken Morgan, co-chairman for a
music party in May.

Happy Birthday.

••

The Fulton Homemakers Club
met with Mrs. Harry Allison, and
enjoyed having the unique poem,
"Something For Nothing" read,
after which roll call was answered
by quoting a favorite poem. A
member's winning poem,"The Big
Night", from the contest of Rural
Kentuckians, was read.
Christmas gifts and decorations
made by members were examined.
Lovely articles may be made of
remnants of various objects which
are otherwise useless, and at little
expense. Children train their
hands and minds by participating
in these constructive projects."We
should begin to prepare early for
the Holiday Season. However, we
should not be like the couple, who
finished all preparations and then
visited friends just before Christmas, hindering them," the members were told.
Mrs. Roy Davis was honored
Plans were made for Annual with a nursery shower Oct. 13
Day, October 19; chorus workshop, night in the home-of Th, Odell
October 23 and the county landscape lesson at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Adams, October
25. A sheet of suggested Books for
Children in the Hickman and Fulton libraries were distributed. Mrs.
All Makes and Models
Thula Davis and Miss Sarah Linton visited.
MOTOROLA
Mrs. McLeod described a very
Sales and Service
unusual exhibit of gifts and jewel•
ry she had borrowed that were
made of bone.
Suggestions for an economical,
easy and enjoyable Christmas:
1. Plan carefully, for gifts, food
111 Lake Si.
Phone 450
and decorations; consider indi-

TV REPAIR

and

We Specialize In

Small Grain

SEED
MORON
WHEAT

Western Auto AssOciate Store
Fulton

H. H. PERCE
For Re - Election As

City Police Judge
Will Be Appreciated

•
•

SITUATION WANTED
Investor-owned electric company wants to help you with
your community development.
No salary required.
Yes, KU is always looking for more community development work. Not because
we're trying to play Santa Claus, but because...

In order to grow, we must help our communities and our state to grow first.
Kentucky's growth is our growth.
Local community development is a vital factor in bringing new business, new
industry,
tourists to your area.
New business, new industry, and tourists bring more money into the community
and state, make more jobs and more trade for you ... and for us.
So we maintain a Community Development Department. It is yours to use to
plan and establish your local community development program. Our people will
share with you their experience, their training, and their knowledge of what has
proved to be the best way of setting up these programs.

1•11.....,••••.•••,...,,,,'•••••••••••••••

• This is a new variety and
the
seed from your Monon Wheat
crop can be certified!

ONLY

$3.75

Let us have your order
NOW
—this seed is n limited
supply.

$24.88

• l•

Browder Milling Co.

We live here, too. We want our cities and our state to prosper.

(Compare at $29.95)

SEAT COVERS AS LOW AS $19.95
EASY TERMS • FREE INSTALLATION

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

Wade Television

Talk with your local KU people. They will gladly join in your efforts and will
bring you the assistance of KU's Community Development Department when
you want it.
ltfalcolm Mason
Director Community Development
Kentucky Utilities Company

Per Bushel
$19.88

heavier

The Home and Garden Department of the Fulton Woman's Club
marked the beginning of the new
year with a Four Seasons Luncheona t the club home Oct. 13 at
noon.
The new chairman, Mrs. Arch
Huddleston, presided during the
meeting. Hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. Lawson Roper,
chairman, Mrs. J. P. DeMyer, Mrs.
Rob Fowlkes, Mrs. Claude
Shelby,
Mrs. C. M. Conley, Mrs. Sam
Winston, Mrs. W. B. Holman and
Mrs. P F. King.
Mrs H. V. Allison, president of
the Woman's Club, gave the
invocation. The delightful buffet
luncheon was served from a long
table centered with an
arrangement of beautiful Radiata
Lilies.
Other flowers were arranged
in
the club rooms.
Forty members, including three

CERTIFIED

CHAMPION

... dependable, beautiful, economical. Genuine

•
•

We are glad to learn thLt Ann
Fly's father, Harry George of Paducah, is improving, after being in
the hospital. He is at home now.

Christmas gift suggestions and
goals for the new year helped the
Central Homemakers to be enthusiastic about the program for
this year's work. A new member,
Mrs. W. L. Jonakin, also gave the
club a boost.
Mrs. Parnell Garrigan was hostess to the club this month. There
were eleven members present with
the following visitors, Mrs. J. E.
Logan, Mrs. Lucian Isbell, Mrs.
Wilson Rice and Mrs. D. A. Gardner.
Good news comes our way. The
The club's annual Bake Sale will
report is that Bill and Gerry Mc- be Wednesday,
November 22, at
the K. U. office in Hickman.
Miss Alice Sowell and Mrs. Parnell Garrigan gave the lesson in
Christmas Gift ideas. They had on
Call Us To Save
display numerous articles that different
Money On Repairs
ones had made, such as
novelty aprons,
pajama bags,
scuffs, pin cushions, stuffed and
A satisfied customer Is our
yarn animals, tile coasters etc. The
best testimordaL That l•
group spent an enjoyable time
why we give you fast, efficilooking at articles in Christmas
ent, technical service and
magazines on decorations and
low rates on TV repairs. It
gifts.
all adds-up to saving you
money!
Mrs. Frances Kay Cunningham
of Washington, D. C. is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Viola J. Kaleph in
Antennas 1r-stalled
South Fulton.

306 Main Street

)ds

Mahan will be moving back to
Muscatine, Iowa in the not too distant future. Muscatine is still a
far way from Fulton, but not so
much so that a trip seems out of
the question. The McMahans now
live- in California.

Fulton
Soathern States
Cooperative
Phone 399
Patton. Kentseky

EE

SYMBOL OF SERVICE
AN INVESTOR OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

P-TA DAD'S NIGHT
A large group of parents attended the annual West Fulton
P-TA Dad's Night program Thursday night.
ARE HONORED AT SF
Janie Taylor and Leon Faulkner
were chosen by the South Fulton
seniors as the "Best All Around
Students" in the annual Who's
Who at South Fulton and will be
featured in the 1962 annual, "The
Devilier".

magic qualityl
magic value/
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HOSPITAL NEWS

PEACE—

MOLINE—

Oscar Cummings

Mrs. Robey Is
Buried October 13

Mn. Lizzie Peek

(Continued from page one)
(Continued from Page me)
Services were held at 2:30 p. m.
Services for Oscar Cummings of
Mr. Moline's statement follows: also compiling of adequate records
of all proceedings of the Court to
Fulton, Route 3, who died Friday Tuesday at the Bardwell MethoCitizens of Fulton:
The following persons were patiI am using this means of intro- be filed in the City Clerk's office
Mrs. Nancy Jane Hardin Robey, at hsi home after a short illness dist Church for Mrs. Lizzie Peek,
ents in the Fulton Hospitals on ducing myself to you and to give for future reference. GOOD RE- well known resident of Hickman were held Sunday at 2 p. m. at 78, wdiow of Allen Peek of BardWednesday morning:
my views on the important issues CORDS ARE IMPORTANT. Some county,d ied at 5 p. m. October Good Springs Cumberland Pres- well, who died at 1:40 a. m. Monthat you will have to decide when legal knowledge is necessary in 11 at the home of her daugh- byterian Church. Burial, under day. Mrs. Peek died at the home
FlLTLTON HOSPITAL
you cast your vote on November order to render proper verdicts. ter, Mrs. Frank Brady in Fulton. direction of Jackson Brothers of of her son, Goebel Peek in ReidPatsy Latta, Mrs. Johnny GoodMy records have been audited by She was 93.
Dukedom, was in the church land. The Rev. John Weir and the
7th.
win, J. R. Hogan, Percy Lee. InRev. John B. Stavely officiated.
My wife, Vera, and I moved to a certified independent licensed
Services were held Oct. 13 at 2 cemetery.
fant baby girl Potts, Mrs. Katie Fulton in 1959, and purchased our Auditor regularly and no discreBurial was in the Bardwell Cemep. m. at the Whitnel Funeral
Heatlicock, Vick Henderson, Mrs
Mr.
was
March
Cummings
born
tery, under direction of Whitnel
home at 104 Court Drive. We pancies have ever been found.
Home chapel here. The Rev. G. C. 15, 1893 in
Flora Redmon, Freelan Johnson came to Fulton with the FerryWeakley
County.
He
makes
I feel my past experience
Funeral Home.
Kreig, Mt. Zion pastor, assisted by was a
Andy Batts, Mrs. Bernard Adams Morse Seed Co. and I have been me better qualified to perform
farmer and the son of the
She also leaves a daughter, Mrs.
the Rev. Otis Shultz of Water late Finis and
Martha Jane Odell Larry Carter of South Fulton; and
A. J. Lowe, Mrs. Mary Sensing
an employee of this company for these duties. If elected I will con- Valley officiated. Burial was in
Cummings.
all of Fulton; Linda Sue Hender- nearly 15 years. My job at the tinue to RESPECT MY OATH OF
a granddaughter.
Wesley Cemetery.
son. South Fulton; Mrs. Flossie plant is Maintenance Superintend- OFFICE. All cases in my Court
She was born in Hickman
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lula
Harris and LouiS Burke, both o ent. We like Fulton very much will be handled in a dignified
County, March 23, 1869, daughter Agnes Neely Cummings; three
Fulton Route 3; -.Mrs. Tom MurJUDGE TO SPEAK
and will never forget the friendli- manner, in accordance with the of the late Rev. Mark and Nancy daughters, Mrs. Arlie James Robphy, Wingo; Mrs. Annie Pharis ness extended to us by the people law applicable to the case and on
husband,
T.
Her
J.
Hardin.
Hicks
of
erts
Mrs.
Cletus
Dukedom,
E. A. Morris, Circuit Judge of
Clinton; Mrs. Homer Cruce, Cayce
of Fulton when we first came an IMPARTIAL BASIS.
Robey, preceded her in death in Laws of Palmersville, and Mrs. Obion, will teach the Morman B.
Mrs. Joe Scruggs, Water Valley here.
Your influence and vote will be 1946.
James Perry Roberts of Fulton, Daniels Sunday School Class at
Mrs. Oscar Rhodes, Water Valley
I am running for the office of appreciated.
She was a member of the Mt. Route 3; a brother, T. D. Cum- the First Methodist Church SunRoute 2; Mrs. Carl Stroud, Crutch- City Commissioner of Fulton. In
Sincerely,
Zion Cumberland Presbyterian mings of Fulton, Route 3, and day morning.
field; A. G. Wynn, Hickman. Mrs my work as Maintenance SuperinH. H. Perce
Church.
four grandchildren.
J. M. McKernon, Mayfield; Mrs tendent, I have had experience in
Mrs. Robey leaves five daughHe was a member of Good
Mrs. Guy Dyer have returned
Marvin Dew, Union City; Mrs. W administration and planning. At
ters, Mrs. Brady, Miss Artie Springs Cumberland Presbyterian home Monday from Chicago,
JOE HILL—
C. Henshaw and Mrs. Otis Wade present, I am serving the City of
one)
page
(Continued from
Robey of Fulton, Mrs. Rhuey Cool- Church.
where Ale visited her daughter
Union City, Route 4; E. 0. Berry Fulton as Chairman of-the Planey of Water Valley, Mrs. A. G.
new automobile battery.
Mrs. Joe Swift and sister, Mrs.
Oakton, Kentucky; Mrs. Jimmy ning Board and Vice-Chairman of
called
Stewart of Water Valley and Mrs. VOTE "RIGHT" NOVEMBER 7 I Lola Hessings and family.
The local patrolman
Usrey and son, Dyer, Tennessee the Board of Adjustments. With
Union City officers and they im- Bill Murphy of Detroit; a sister,
Mrs._ Tom Winsett, Tampa, Flor- this experience, I feel that I am
against
warrants
Mrs. Bob Robey of Water Valley;
mediately had
ida; Mrs. Ralph 'Engle, Paducah. qualified for the office of City
the four men, the three being held 14 grandchildren; two step-grand10 Percent Discount on Hats and
JONES HOSPITAL
Commissioner, and pledge myself in Mayfield and tbe one who es- children; 28 great-grandchildren;
Wool Material with Copy of this Ad.
Mrs. Albert Brockwell, Mrs to work for the welfare of all the caped.
five step-great-grandchildren; and
Harry Shupe, Marshall Grissom people of Fulton. There are many
Hill identified the other men as four great-great-grandchildren.
Mrs. W. A. Smith, Mrs. James plans in the process of develop- James Kenneth Riley of Mayfield
CLEARANCE PRICES
Rhodes and baby, James Smith, S ment in Fulton and my reason for and Burch Toon of Lynnville.
E. Hancock, Mrs. Ida Craig, all of personally seeking this office is to
Toon was released at Mayfield,
on
Fulton; Mrs. Rice Spence and Mrs see these plans completed so that before the burglary was discover,ALL FALL AND WINTER
George Griffith, both of Dresden Fulton can take her place with ed. Toon and the man who escaped
Route 4; Mrs. Harry Tucker and the progressive cities of this coun- into the woods are being sought.
WilHATS and BAGS
try. We must plan now for the by local authorities. The escapee
baby, Fulton Route 4: Mrs.
citizens of tomorrow.
lieSavender, Dukedom.
has since been identified by police
We Are Moving To A New Location.
Four years ago the people of officers.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
James M. Workman of Martin,
SKIRTS LENGTHS .... $1.29
Fulton voted overwhelmingly for
typeand
adding
The
machine
RonFulton,
Sparks,
_ Mrs. James
the City Management form of gov- writer have been identified as be- Route 2, died on October 19 at his
EverMrs.
Oak,
ald Cruce, Pilot
home.
ernment. There are people in this
firm,
ette Allen and baby, Route 2 town who oppose this form of longing to the Union City
Services were held October 20
NEW WOOL Solids, Plaids and Checks . . $2.59 and $2.79 a yd.
not
police
have
yet,
as
officers
but
DukeMills,
D.
W.
Mrs.
Fulton.
government. Some of these people learned where the young men re- at 2:30 p. m. at the Matheny Grove
DukeSheron,
Russell
Mrs.
dom,
Primitive Baptist Church. The
are running for the office of City
dom. Mrs. M. P. Henderson, Route Commissioner. I believe in carry- ceived the cigarettes, gum and Rev. James Thedford officiated.
battery.
ThompJohnny
Mrs.
City,
Union
3,
Burial was in the church cemeing out the mandate of the people
Riley and West have both, serson and baby Cadiz, Richard Is- by hiring an experienced and
Phone 22
Singer Sewing Center
tery.
311 Main
bell. South Fulton, Leonard Wil- well qualified man as City Man- ved time in Eddyville penitentiary,
He was a retired farmer and a
according to Hill.
murth, Fulton, Jimmy McClendon ager.
member of Matheny Grove PrimiQualified, to me, means a
The two men in the Graves
Mrs. Virginia Austin, Ernest Bell man who has majored in Business
tive Baptist Church. He was born
Mrs. Harold Pewitt. Little Bobby Administration and City Manage- County jail have refused to waive June 21, 1884.
extradition to Tennessee at the
Hamlin, all of Fulton.
Mr. Workman leaves his wife,
ment; a man who cannot be in- present time. Hill said the two
fluenced by special interests; a are being charged with breaking Mrs. Celia Jane Workman; three
In Operation 61 Years
sons, Gilbert Workman of Martin,
man who will work for the wel- and entering.
$14,856 In Bonds
3,
Route
of
James
Workman
Union
fare of all the people of Fulton.
City and Carl Workman of MarWe must have a CommunitySold During September
• Large Display •
RICE—
tin, Route 4; three daughters, Miss
minded Mayor and Commission
Bonds
(Continued from page one)
• Well Lighted At Night •
Series E and H Savings
Isola
of
Workman
Martin,
Route
elected to work in harmony with
sales in Fulton County during this man. I believe that to keep in Louisville. He built a home on 2, Mrs. Ruby Lee Gibbs of Martin,
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
$14,856,
September amounted to
a city moving ahead, new ideas Henderson Drive and moved here Route 2 and Mrs. Lee Amon
$215,bringing the years sales to
and programs must be accepted, with his wife, Irene, to be near Hatchet of Martin, Route 2; a sis200 or 66.7 percent of the coun- if they are sound, I believe also their granddaughter and daughter, ter, Mrs. Lizzie Williams of DeG'FIELD:
FULTON
J. B. MANESS & SONS
$322,300.
AD 5-2293
troit; and 13 grandchildren.
ty's annual goal of
that a city must operate much as Mrs. Glynn F. Bushart.
CALL 124
Tenn
Greenfield,
Mr. Rice was very active in
He was the son of the late Peter
a private business, with able,
VOTE "RIGHT" NOVEMBER 7 trained leadership and long range community affairs in the Buechel- Mat and Pauline Workman.
future planning. That is why I Fern Creek area, a suburb of
favor the City Mangement form Louisville. He was a director on
of government for Fulton. This is the Jefferson County Recreation
the key to good, efficient govern- Board; was organizer of the Jefferson County Volunteer Fire Dement for the City of Fulton.
Also, I am in favor of the fol- partment, furnishing fire protection for twelve communities in
lowing:
The City's purchase of the local Jefferson County.
Mr. Rice was chairman and
Kenturky Utilities Plant and providing the citizens of Fulton with general manager of a water district for eight years, that served
low cost power.
Urban Renewal and low rent five thousand inhabitants; he was
housing, both projects now in organizer and builder of a War
process of development by the Memorial in Buechel, Ky. for vetCity's Housing Commission. Only erans of World War II.

— SPECIAL —

DEATHS

James Workman

You look your best
in "B.V.D." dress shirts
because they're better
made, better looking.
All popular collar styles.
French and barrel cuffs.
White
Sanforized. Unconditionally
guaranteed.
11
"next to myself I lik;
;
13.0.' b•se
^
•
• 111, 0

Off al him kora
let Ireland' ILI Cilia

THE
LEADER STORE
Lake

Fulton

St.

KELLENA'S

HAT

SHOP

Greenfield Monument Works

LADIES' REVERSIBLE

THE BEST IN MEN'S WEAR:

ALL WEATHER
COATS

—Two Coats In One!
—Water-repellent poplin outer
Shell
—Colorful printed silk on
Other Side
—Sizes 8 to 20

7.99
"BOLTA - FLEX
400"

There's no guess-work when you
buy at Barton's in Mayfield

through Urban Renewal can the
blight be removed from Fulton,
where poor sanitation and fire
hazards prevail as a constant
threat to the health nad welfare
of a* our citizens.
I favor a Civil Defense Program
for the City of Fulton. With conditions as they are in the world
today, none of us know what will
happen tomorrow.
I would like to meet you personally and introduce myself to
each of you before the election,
but certainly that is impossible.
There are many things I might
say, but I ask of you only one
thing. Note carefully the unchanging population of our town
over the past ten years in contrast with the steady increase in
our nation. Observe how we lose
our talented young people each
year because there is no new

$400 NEED IN DRIVE
Over four hundred dollars is
needed to reach the goal of $2,000
in the 1961 Boy 'Scout Finance
Campaign. Anyone who wishes to
donate may mail their contribution to B. J. Pigue at the City
National Bank.
growth to make earning a living
here feasible for them. I believe
we must make strides now to a
new and better Fulton, strides
that will mean more business for
Fulton, thus creating jobs for our
young people. We need and want
these young people here at home.
I am asking your support at the
polls November 7th, and if I am
elected, will work conscientiously
toward a new and better Fulton.
Clarence Moline

MCGREGOR sportswear for men—most
outstanding and biggest line of sweaters, shirts, jackets, corduroy suits.
We have a big line of KNOX and
CHAMP hats—MANHATTAN
dress shirts, underwear and
pajamas—JARMAN shoes,
HICKOK belts and jewelry.

OREA TEST TO 6IVE .. EVEN GREATER TO GET!

The Luxury Vinyl
Fabric

CHOCOLATES

COATS
Pile-Lined For
Wonderful Warmth
'White or Blue
'Sizes 10 to 20

$20.°

\I
SEE OUR COMPLETE
SELECTION TODAY I

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

EVANS DRUG STORE
Lake St.

"The Rexall Store"
Phones 95, 795
Fulton

BARTON'S
— Southside Of The Square —
MAYFIELD

:30 p. m.
Methotie Peek,
of Bardm. Monhe home
in Reidand the
fficiated.
CemeWhitnel
ter, Mrs.
Iton; and

Judge of
B.
Class at
rch Sun-

SPECIAL BULLETIN:

3rman

returned
Chicago,
daughter,
;ter, Mrs.
y.
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On Tuesday November 7th Residents of Fulton Will Go To The Polls To Vole
'For' or 'Against' Acquiring The Electric Distribution System of Fulton From
The Kentucky Utilities Company.

TER

tton.

I 29

22

1•0111=11,

S

ELI):
5-2293

I.

VOTE
S

For A Municipally - Owned Electric System For Fulton

For Lower Power Rates In Fulton

For Additional Revenue for City Government
For Better Street Lighting

For Equality With Other Area Towns
(Prepared and paid for by Fulton Citizens For Progress)
—
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at noon a search was made, to SHOWS BOOKS BY AUTHOR.
find he had expired sometime durA new display in the UniverMrs. Carey Frtelds .
8
,11 ing the night. Jim had served as
For sports events, shows and
ma.
Chief of Police in Smithland sev- sity of Kentucky Medical Center
NEWS
SPRING
ROCK
evues . . . Advertise them, in The
eral years ago and was now re- Library features tv.to books writRev. Tommy Perkins of Cayce
It remains cool, but no rain in
(Last Week)
By Nettle Lee Copelen
:ews.
tired.
received a call as pastor for the
sight yet.
ten by a Lexington woman, Mrs.
Kenny
Donoho
of
Akron,
He is survived by a sister, Mrs. Josephine
Ohio
Rich. She is the wife of
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire and next year at Johnson Grove. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
spent
weekend
past
Houston
the
with
McGuire;
niece,
a
Mrs. W. Dr. James S. Rich, Lexington
Warren Jones has resigned.
phyMiss Ina Bellew visited Mr. and Mrs. Mary Hendricks visited the
parents,
and
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Harvey
D.
Mrs.
two
nephews,
Hubert sician. The books are "The
Mrs. Riley Smith received a call
Curininghams Friday night awhile.
DocMrs. Croft Sunday.
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Donoho.
He
Puckett
left
Monday
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near
rehere
and
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Rev.
tor Who Saved Babies," and "PioMrs. Bertha Rickman shopped in from Sturgis, Kentucky Thursday
John Elliott visited awhile Wed- Fulton Friday.
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neer Surgeon," the life of Dr.
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construction
company.
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services
held
were
at
nesday afternoon with Mr. and
Merryman had passed away sudEphraim McDowell of Kentucky.
M. E. Vincent has come home
Mr.
J.
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Rickman
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Old
assisted
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Church
by
Slip-ons and ties in black;
Mrs. A. E. Green.
denly. We extend sympathy to
from the Baptist Hospital in Memby his son Tommie, began repair Rev. Howard Miller, with Cecil
Mrs. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates spent phis where he spent several
sizes I and up: Widths B and D.
days.
Mrs. Roy Lawson of Sturgis, work on his stock barn a few days Alderdice conducting the singing.
awhile Wednesday night with Mr.
The Oliver Taylors visited in
Feed Your Hogs
ago and is adding galvanized The Kennedy Funeral Home of
and Mrs. Pressie Moore and fam- the W. W. Brann home Sunday Kentucky and Mrs. Raymond Lowsheeting.
Paducah had charge of arrangeProvidence,
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ily.
PRICES START AT
P. M. Other guests were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wayne Wilk- ments. The floral tribute bespeaks
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and Mrs. Aaron Brann and Mr. and spent a couple of days last week ins announce the arrival of a
baby the esteem in which he was held.
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kay Bradley visited Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John Fuqua.
girl, who arrived the 10th in
Burial was at McGuire cemeRiley Smith.
Elmoore Copelen Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vestal Coltharp
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Newsom Jackson, Tenn. Mrs. Wilkins is tery. Sympathy is extended all
Mrs. Pearl Cooper visited Mr. made a flying trip to Raleigh,
and Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Roney the former Maurine Hammett of bereaved ones.
and Mrs. Herman this weekend. North Carolina recently to take
With Your Home
Newbern, Tennessee were re- Hollow Rock, Tennessee and 'tis
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of
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Standing in Kentucky forests is
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berry Saturday.
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Church Sunday afternoon.
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Dave Mathis is installing water
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Kenneth Lynn is the grandson of
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ed the Zel Singletons Sunday.
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Mrs. Jessie Raines has returned man and children of Cottage
501 Walnut
Phones 96, 99
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and
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after being in Hillview Hospital
mage Adams and boys at this
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some
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present
time.
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Transparent
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have surgery Monday.
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Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Fulton
PHONE 28 202 Main St.
202 LAKE
For the first time, scenic Ken- are busy early and late in an
The New Sensational Invention
efPeoria. Illinois
tucky Dam Village, Gilbertsville, fort to save all grain.
Sutherland's ••81D" Truss
will be the site for the annual
Mr. Velva Hawks, Jr. of MurNo Belts — No Straps —
Kentucky Rural Health Confer- ray State spent the weekend here
AllommINININsmemmi
No Odors
ence.
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Velva
City Drug Co., Fulion
Sponsored by the Kentucky Hawks, Sr. Also Miss
Janice
Rural Health CounFil, the one- Hawks of West Tennessee
Busiday event Nell start with regis- ness College, Jackson,
telftl ONI Of
Tennessee
tration at 9:00 a. in. Thursday was here for a weekend visit
in
Accurate
Ch•lapir then Mesa
Nov. 2 and adjourn at 3:30 p .m. the Hawks home.
1
14)
. This Conference is especially
Rev. James Holt filled his reguWORKMANSHIP
designed to demonstrate to the lar appointment at New Salem
At Low Cost
farmer, the homemaker and Baptist Church the past Sunday
FLEXIBLE, SHATTERPROOF, MADE BETTER, LAST LONGER
Watches, Clocks and Time
others the advantage of local co- at 11 A. M. and the evening seroperation to the individual and vice held at the usual hour. Rev.
Pieces of All Kinds AccuJust Cut
by
community health.
rately Repaired at Low Cost
Holt was called to serve as pastor
and Tack On
H. D. HAYES
for the ensuing year, entering upby—
All 36'
Your Telephone Manager
Kentucky's forests contain near- on his third year.
ANDREWS
The entire community was
ly three billion board feet of live
hickory sawtimber — more than shocked and deeply grieved when
Jewelry Company
news reached here Thursday afany other state in the nation.
C
ternoon of the death of Jim
Brooks, 67, of Smithland, Kentucky who was found dead in bed
Friday at noon. When he was
AN INTERESTING current development in education is
missed at the cafe where
took
his meals at breakfast and again
the use of television for instruction—both in classrooms
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

• DUKEDOM RT. 2 •PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

$6.95 Pr.

Browder Milling Co.

aiteKOP QUALITY
WINDOW
MATERIALS
A

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

' I arc'
tart,

FLE*04..1"?:

Builder's Supply Inc
.0r1

3 for $1.

STORM
WINDOW

Conference To
Be Held At Ky.
Dam Village

KIT

WESTERN AUTO

DOLLAR STORE

fa1r *at Owst,LOW COST, STORM DOORS,

sronm

WINDOWS,PORCH ENCLOSURES

Telephone

WtilltOW MATERIALS

Talk

THE HEATING-COOLING
SYSTEM OF TOMORROW

and in the home. Already in use in many sections of the
country, TV lessons may someday become as commonplace as TV westerns. Bell System TV transmission
facilities and years of experience are a valuable asset to
educators who are looking for a solution to a growing
shortage of qualified teachers.
* •

EVER SEE THIS EMBLEM BEFORE? It's the symbol of the
Telephone Pioneers of America
—225,000 active and retired
telephone employees who have
been in the business 21 years or more. Now 50 years old,
the organization has 63 chapters and still adheres closely
to its original goats of fellowship, loyalty and service.
Wherever you find Telephone Pioneers, you'll find them
engaged in worthwhile community projects to make their
home towns even better places to live.
• • •
YOU'LL SAVE MORE STEPS THAN YOU CAN
MENTION . . . WHEN YOU INSTALL THAT NEW
EXTENSION!
* * *
CANADIANS ARE THE TALKINGEST PEOPLE in
the world, according to thc latest telephone statistics.
These figures show that their average phone conversations per person total 511 per year! The United States
(472) was next, followed by Sweden (346). By states,
Alaskans average 609 calls per person, and Hawaiians
are next with 536.
• 0F

LENNOX

HEAT PUMP

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.

STOP COLD
Cover Your Windo
and Doors with'''s1

AMERICA

*

*

CONVENIENCE, PLUS: An
extension phone in your bedroom! Mighty welcome—
when you're laziest or busiest;
whether it's night-time or naptime; daytime or anytime,
you'll be forever grateful for
a step-saving extension in
your bedroom. Call us today
and order yours.

*

CRYSTAL CLEAR, SHATTERPROOF PLASTIC

-- Gef6.0e

Keeps Out Cold
Holds In Heat
Saves 4 40% On Fuel
USE ONLY ELECTRICITY AND
AIR TO COOL AND HEAT YOUR
HOME, SHOP, OR OFFICE. PERFECTED BY LENNOX, WORLD'S
INDOOR COMFORT LEADER!

Costs So Little ...
Anyone Can Afford It
Compare the low cost, light weight,
convenience and weatherproof
qualities of Warp's Flex-O-Glass
with expensive, breakable glass.

So Easy ... Anyone Can Do It

WYITO.GLASS,

Smallman Tin Shop
Olive St,

Fulton

Phone 502

CUT WITH SHEARS

It takes only a few minutes to
put up any of Warp's Shatterproof
Window Materials. It's so easy
that even the womenfolks enjoy
doing it. Don't let cold weather
catch you unprepared! Get
Flex-O-Glaea now!
GLASS-0 NIT,

SCIKEN-GLASS,

RIX 0-PANE, POLY•PANE I EASY•ON KITS
aro she mad. by Warp liros, Chmeago 51,15.

Get Flex-O-Glass at Your Hardware and Lumber Dealers
Take thi, Ad to Your Local Dealer to Be Sure You Get Only lhe Go.r, um"

Oriqtnol

Flum-0-CtlaLs
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UniverCenter
S writn, Mrs.
wife of
phYte Docd "Pioof Dr.
tucky.

UN IS INSECURE

S. P. MOORE & CO.

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

WOLVERINE
WORK GLOVES

Inc.
96, 99

$1.
rent
it

IM

ow

Ti.r.

Fulton

RS,
tES

—Outwear All Others
—Dry Out Soft
—Full Grain Horsehide, Buckskin, Suede-Grain Pigskin.

ALUMINUM
GRAIN SCOOPS
Size 12 or 14

$7.50 EACH
Rat Bait Pellets
5 LBS. $2.98
SOUTHERN STATES
at FULTON
COOPERAITIE
Phone

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

We have good seed that is cleaned and tested, and
3ome is certified.
WHY TAKE A CHANCE . . . . BUY THE BEST!
WE ARE READY TO CLEAN YOUR SEED
IMPORTED BULBS FROM HOLLAND
For fall planting . . .now!
Daffodil, Tulip, Narcissus, Hyacinth, Iris

4C.&/ttc'7fld Sons
Phone 202

East State Line

,
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Two Fulton Girls
Nominated By ROTC
Fifteen Murray State College
coeds have been nominated by the
ROTC department to sponsor the
1961-62 brigade and its two battle
groups.
The final selection will be made
Nov. 26. The girls nominated are:
Susan Brame, Hopkinsville; Chan
Covington, Fulton; Mary Ann
Jones, Mayfield; Paula Jones,
Mayfield; Linda Marine, Murray;
Jane Peeples, Fulton; and Becky
Walker, Henderson.
Janice Cherry, Murray; Dianne
Boswell, Smithland; Ann Mahan,
Mayfield; Virginianne Malcomb,
Sikeston, Mo.; Judy Rich, Barlow;
Pat Corbell, senior, Henderson;
and Ailene Hodge, senior, Paducah.

Several from this community attended the Primitive Baptist Association which met a the Old
Bethel Church last weekend.
Mrs. Laura Davis passed away
at the hospital in Boliver, Tenn.
due to a hearr-ittack last Saturday Morning. Funeral service at
Sandy Branch Monday afternoon
conducted by Brother Cayce Penecost. She is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Joe Jackson, and two
sons, Herman of California and
Milton of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
one sister, Mrs. Raymond Walls,
one brother, Silas Brann of Lansing, Mich.
Friends will be happy to know
that Mrs. Will Reed has been dismissed from the hospital and continues to improve at her home.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Mr. Walter Terrell, who
passed away Saturday night. Funeral Services at Oak Grove Tuesday afternoon, conducted by Brother J. B. Hardeman.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nix, Mr. and
Mrs. Durell Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Brundige, Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Cummings and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan enjoyed a birthday supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Ches Morrison Saturday night,
honoring Ches' birthday.
The new minister, Brother Porter, will be at Ruthville for the
regular fourth Sunday service next
Sunday.
Visitors are cordially invited to
the Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club meeting at the home
of Mrs. Lucy Gibbs on East State
Line Thursday afternoon at 1:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins
and Betty Sue enjoyed a weekend by taking a trip to the Windy
City and visiting with friends,
relatives and taking in a few of
the old familar sights.

Boys—Don Burnette, Jimmy
Campbell, Stanley Jeffress, Douglas McAlister and Lynn Williamson.
Girls—Mary Bondurant, Martha
DeMyer, Sheri Elliott,
Annie
Green, Beverly Haman, Josephine
Hancock, Pam Homra and Phyllis
Pigue.
SOPHOMORES
Boys—Curtis Hancock, Duane
McAlister and Freddie Wells.
Girls—Sandra
Ballow, Kay
Cude, Mary Grant DeMyer,. Carol
Jan Dunn, Carolindzi Hales, Lynn
Holloway, Mary Virginia Page,
Phyllis Jean Robertson and Linda
Sue Warren.
FRESHMEN
Boys — Charles
Allen, Andy
Batts, Joe Copeland, Richard Fry,
Wayne Hancock, Ken Morgan,
Don Reed, Stuart Voelpel, Jerry
Wells, Greg Williamson and Terry
Willingham.
Girls—Shirley Bard, Betty Bennett, Donna Campbell, Sandra
Cash, Sylvia
Carden; Phyllis
Crocker, Jane Edwards, Carolyn

For the
GOLDEN YEARS.
ufter..40

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hopint, for a formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake 13I,on-5 70-428

PERSONAL LOANS TO

All types of Insurance

"Covering everything"

DIRECTORS RE-ELECTED
The same board of directors
has been re-elected by the Twin
Cities Development Corporation.
They are C. H. McDaniel, Randall
Burcham and Dr. H. W. Connaughton.

Fulton, K3'.
Phone 401
422 Lake St.

Auto - Furniture - Signature
25 MONTHS TO PAY

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
OW
IlikateM
ft1
!ow down payment71" Ihur
and Easy Terms

BENNETT

PHONE 658

204 MAIN ST.

ELECTRIC

THE BROWDER MILLING COMPANY
IS NOW IN THE MARKET FOR

CORN
AND

LIGHTWEIGHT
SAW...
LIGHTNING
FAST!

Soybeans

STYLE SHOW
The Fulton-Hickman County
Medical Auxiliary will have its
annual luncheon and style show
at the Fulton Country Club on
Dec. 7.

NEW McCULLOCH!
ONE/72Z
I T.

Prompt Unloading Facilities

Your Business Appreciated

• Starts fast
• Cuts fast
• Shock-mounted • Quiet Muffler

SKY HIGH TRADE-INS!
DOWN TO EARTH TERMS!
Come on in and dtscover it yourself.

A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

PAUL NAILLING

Browder Milling Co.

Implement Company

Fulton, K1.

AU
MAKING
STUDENTS
A's—Linda Whitnel, Senior; Martha DeMyer, Junior; Betty BenSENIORS
• nett, Freshman; Sylvia Carden
Boys—Jim Burton, Dann.) Car- Freshman; Nancy Treas, Freshver, Bill Leneave, Warren,Nanney man; Ken Morgan, Freshman
Jerry Wells, Freshman; Terry
and Jimmy Wright.
Girls--Cleta Beggs. Wanda Cash, Willingham, Freshman.
Kay Morris, Joyce Owens, Scarlet
Turner and Linda Whitnel. .
JUNIORS

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Clapp
of Fulton, Route 4, on the birth of
a six pound, six ounce baby girl,
born at 8:50 a. m., October 21 at
Jones Hospital.

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

Fly, Patti Hixson, Carolyn Hood
Carol Luther, Mae Mann. Andre,
Melton, Sherry Milstead Margar(
Omar Sally Pirtle, Marie Huddle
Nancy Treas and Helen Worley.

Dewey Johnson

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Potts of
Fulton, Route 1, are the parents of
a three pound, four ounce baby
girl, born at 12:15 a. m., October
22 at Fulton Hospital.

Feed Your Hogs

The Fulton High School honor
roll for the first six-weeks' term
has been announced by Principal
J. M. Martin.
The requirement for the honor
roll is for the student to be making all A's and B's.
The honor roll follows:

Mrs. Virginia Austin, who was
seriously burned on the back
about a month ago, is improving
at Hillview Hospital.

COMMUNITY DAY
The United Church Women will I
observe World Community Day
Nov. 3, at 10 a. m. at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Mrs.
J. L. Jones will be program leader.

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 7,91

The Fulton,News, Thursday, Oct. 26, 196

Fulton High Honor Roll Is
Announced By Principal Martin

(Last Week)

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Potts of
Dukedom are the parents of a
seven pound, eight ounce baby
girl, born at 10:50 a. m., October
21, at Hillview Hospital.

VOTE "RIGHT' NOVEMBER 7

kIZA'i
f

$5.60
QUART

ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Allen of
Water Valley, Route 1, are the
parents of an eight pound, 12
ounce son, born at 3:15 p. m., October 22, at the Hillview Hospital.

DISTILLED ARID
SOTTLED CCCCCDIY "000

AVEN HILL

$A55

NEW
2,4 ARRIVAL
DEPT.

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Turner of
Lynnville, Route 1, are the parents of a seven pound daughter,
born Oct. 21 at 10:16 at Jones
Hospital.

ASk FOt • •s*
HEAVEN HILL

thst,o,,d 5.
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.

Mr. and Mrs. John Covington
of South Fulton are today announcing the marriage of their
daughter, Joanne, to William Edward Meacham, son of Bruce
Meacham of McConnell and the
late Mrs. Mattie Green Meacham.
The wedding vows were exchanged at Mayfield on October
7, with the Rev. Mann Hill, Baptist minister, officaiting.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jourdan
Faulkner of Martin were the only
attendants.
Mrs. Meacham was graduated
from Fulton High School in the
class of 1959 and attended the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch for two years, majoring in
business administration. At present she is employed by FerryMorse Seed Company.
Mr. Meacham is a graduate of
South Fulton High School, class
of 1957. He is employed at Sawyer's Market.
Mr. and Mrs. Meacham are making their home on the Martin
Highway in South Fulton.

Grown Grain

399

$1.45
1/2 PINT
90 PROOF

Covington - Meacham
Wedding Announced

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Wheat. . . Barley. . . Oats . . . Rye
Grasses . . . All kinds of field seed

$2.85
PINT

Jeffrey Harrison
Honored On His
First Birthday

Page 7

:Ars. Harvey Vaughan •

Of Social Interest

On Saturday, October 14, at 2:30
p. m. Jeffrey Layne Harrison -Was
honored with a birthday party
celebrating his very first birthday.
It was given by his mother, Mrs.
Martha Ann Harrison, at their
home at 305 E. St. Line. As each
little guest arrived they were given favors of party hats and balloons, also, cars for the boys and
brush and comb sets for the girls.
The bright and gaily wrapped
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wade, Mr. gifts were placed around Jeff's
and Mrs. Paul Wade and daughter, tiered birthday cake, which was
Mr. and Mrs. Carl McMurry were topped with a toy red convertible,
last Wednesday dinner guests of carrying a one-year numeral candle with blue writing—Happy
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurry.
Mrs. Inez Menees and Nannie Birthday, Jeffrey Layne, on the
were last Wednesday guest of Mr. sides.
and Mrs. Clyde Linder.
The afternoon was spent by the
Mrs. Mary Treas, Naylor Treas boys and girls playing and enjoyand Mrs. Cannie Felts were Thurs- ing themselves fully, and during
day afternoon guests of Mrs. the afternoon snapshots and movies were taken, after which JefDaisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Bill Gadberry spent several days frey had a ball opening his many
last week in Chicago with his nice_ gifts.
brother and family.
Mother Goose sent her special
Mrs. Mayme Scearce spent the birthday greetings to greetings to
weekend in Evansville, Indiana Jeffrey Layne in the form of a
with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert personal record of her singing
Scearce and family.
"Happy Birthday, Jeffrey Layne",
Mrs. Bertie Copeland of Mayfield, much to the delight of everyone.
Kentucky and Mrs. Effie Roper
Later that afternoon,
party
spent several days last week with plates of spice cup cakes, each
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Roper in Hick- with a candle, candy packs and
man, Kentucky.
Cherri-aide were served.
Mrs. Clara Carr and Mrs. Effie
As each little guest left, Jeff
Roper enjoyed the day last Tues- and his mummy thanked them for
day visiting in the Cayce cafeteria. their gifts, as they wished Jeff
They have worked in the cafeteria many more happy birthdays.
for many years until this year
Those present
and sending
when they retired. They enjoyed gifts were: Winkie Ray, Janice
seeing all the children they loved Marie Barber, Tommy LeMaster,
so much.
Judy Griffin, Darla Poe, LaDonna
Carol and Jimmy Lawson, Beverly
Bizzle, Andy Stephens, Kent JackUK PHYS. ED. TESTS
son, ean Alexander, Kimberlin
Nearly 1,000 freshmen and up- Anne Brown, Mark Robey, Stevie
perclassmen at the University of Wilkerson, Karen Denton, Elaine
Kentucky will be permitted to by- Harrison, Lana Jo Moss, Jimmie
pass a semester of physical educa- Greer, Judy Olive, Leslie McAlistion for successfully passing a bat- ter, Scotty and Dennis Ferguson,
Melody and Allen Terrell, Mrs.
tery of physical fitness tests.
Ray King, Mrs. Sam Hibbs, Mr.
SIEMNIMMIN
and Mrs. T. B. Neely, and mothers present lending moral support
Feed Your Hogs
were—Mrs. Harry Barber, Mrs.
Charles Ray, Mrs. Frank LeMaster, Mrs. Griffin, Mrs. James Lawson, Mrs. Ray Jackson, Mrs. Kenneth Alexander, Mrs. Charles Ray
Brown, Mrs. Carter Olive, Mrs.
Gene Poe, an'd Mrs. Roy L. StephWith Your Home
ens.

FALL SEEDS

ONLY

• CHESTNUT GLADE

CAYCE NEWS

Though desperately important
Mn. chance Bondurant
that the United Nations continue ;
its' future looks neither happy or I
Mrs. J. B. Inman and grandDonna
assured, according to a leading daughters, Dinna and
Americ-r, worker for world peace. Bradshaw of Ridgley, Tennessee
spent last Friday night and Sat••••••••
urday with Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
•
and Clarice.
Complete Line
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wade and
Hearing A1r1 Batteries daughters of Gary, Indiana spent
last week with his parents, Mr.
Poi all mattes of heisting aids!
and Mrs. Cliff Wade.
Vialt our Hearing Aid Departopportunity.
ment at your Mut
Mr. and Mrs. Carl McMurry
and family of Louisiana spent last
(-ITV DRUG CO
week with his parents, Mr. and
101 Lake Street
Mrs. James McMurry.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rose and
family have moved to their new
home in Hickman. Mr. Rose has
been the principal of Cayce elementary for the past few years
and is principal of Hickman elePhone
58
Commercial
207
mentary school this year.

314 Walnut

Phone 161

BROWDER MILLING COMPANY, INC.
Phone 900

Fulton, Ky.
"A Complete line of Quality Feeds"

TV Antennas: quick and efficient
installation service; all types.
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
VANTED TO BUY: We buy wal- phone 126, Fulton.
uts and hickory nuts Fields & Tv AN TENN
: we installooley, Highway 94 West, Hicktrade--repair and move. Get
Ian, Ky.
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phoste 307. Roper Television
E-WORKED refrigerators- look
ke new with twelve mos. guar- FOR RENA: nom sanding mantee at Wade's Used Furniture
chine and electric floor polishtore. "Trade with Wade & Save."
er and electric vacuum clean17 Main St. Phone 478.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.

CLASSMED ADS

70,000 BTU GAS HEATER, like
new at bargain prices at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. "Trade with
Wade & Save." 217 Main St.
Phone 478. .

ARE YOU SUFFERING?

OLDER MEN like softness and
roominess while younger men
like style in dress foot wear. See
our tax-paid $5.95 to $11.95 range.
The Edwards Store, Mayfield.

TABLE LAMPS, floor lamps, end
tables, coffee tables - anything
for the home at bargain prices at
;REAKFAST TABLE & Chairs
MAYTAG WASHERS, standara Wade's Used Furniture Store.
.om $17.50 at Wade's Used Furniand automatic models, $139.95 "Trade with Wade &
Save." 217
dre Store. "Trade with Wade &
and up. Sales and service. Main St. Phone 478.
.ave." 217 Main St. Phone 478.
Bennett Electric, Pnone 201.
TV REPAIR: all matz• and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
L'HARLES W.BURROW
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
)9 Walnut
Phone 61 Street, phone 126.
'arm Loans
Conventional Lioans
WE
RENT - - - FHA Loans
The very best selection of real
Hospital beds
estate for sale at all times I
Baby beds
When It.
Real Estate in Fulton

RUSSELL BOAZ
'dinting and paperhanging
contractors
1•1

i=1,

MENNEN,

111,

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610
McDowell St., S. Fulton

MEN'S HATS
Dobbs - Berg

INVITATION TO BID
The City Council of Fulton,
Kentucky, for and on behalf of the
Board of Education, Fulton City
Schools, Fulton, Kentucky will receive bids for the construction of
Additions and Alterations to the
Milton Elementary School, Fulton,
Kentucky until 7:45 P. M. on the
13 day of November 1961, in the
office of the Fulton City School
Superintendent,
Fulton
High
School, Fulton,
Kentucky, at
which time all bids will be publicVacuum Cleaners
ly opened and read aloud.
The project consists of classFloor polishers
rooms, office, storage rooms, toilets, alterations to existing boiler
WADE
FURN. CO.
room and new covered walkway.
Proposed forms
of contract
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky.
documents, including plans and
specifications are on file- at the
office hf the Fulton City School
Superintendent,
Fulton
High
School, Fulton, Kentucky and at
the office of Lee Potter Smith and
For The
Associates of Paducah, Inc., Architects, 2221 Broadway, Paducah,
Kentucky and may be obtained at
the office of the Architects on and
after the 18th day of October,
1961. Copies of the documents will
also be on file at the following
and
locations for examination by interested parties:
F. W. Dodge Corporation Plan
Rooms in the Cities of St. Louis,
Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky;
Nashville, Tennessee; Memphis,
Tennessee; and Evansville, Indiana; and the Associated General
Contractors, Paducah, Kentucky.
Copies of the documents may be
buy it at
obtained by depositing $35.00 with
the Architect for each set of documents so obtained. $35.00 will be
refunded to each bidder who returns plans, specifications and
other documents in good condition
to the Architect, within one (1)
Furniture Company
week after bid opening. Bidders
returning unusable plans or specifications or returning plans or
specifications after the above
mentioned one (1) week period
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
will be refunded only $17.50.
CALLING COLLECT
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and acceptable
555 FULTON, KY.
sureties in an amount equal to
CHapel 7-1833
five percent (5%) of the bid shall
be submitted with each bid.
MAYFIELD, KY.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and payment bond in the amount of 100%
of the contract as provided for in
the specifications.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in

• All New Styles!
• All popular sizes!

USED FURNITURE

$7.95 to $20
GRISHAM - BUTTERWORTH
Men's Apparel
Next door to city hall

IGE 17 to 28 AT ONCE-High
chool graduate or equivalent., and
hysically fit to train for Raiload Telegraphers and Station
tient.. $400 up monthly Low
oat training. GI approved under
'. L. 38. Placement assured upon
ompletion of training.
Vrite giving name, address. mari11 status, age, education, present
,ccupation and phone number to
2. F. Mitchell.
RAILROAD TRAINING
?. 0. Box 3
Lebanon, Tenn.

BOY SCOUTS FROM FULTON'S TROOP 42 went on a 2-day "Camporee" at Kentucky Lake last weekend winning a third-place ribbon
in patrol events and a second-place ribbon for campsite. The Panther
patrol leader is Terry Willingham with Tommy Toon, assistant; the
Eagle patrol leader is Stewart Gayle Voelpel with Greg Williamson,
assistant. (Pictured above, near campsite cookstove): Charles McMorris, Charles Walker Jr., Charles Mark Allen, James Turner and
Corky Stinnett
the specifications must be paid on
this project.
The City Council pf Fulton,
Kentucky, for and on behalf of
the Board of Education, Fulton
City Schools, Fulton, Kentucky,
reserves the right to reject any or
all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.

BOURBON
This new, improved process of CHILL-FILTERING
Kentucky bourbonis sub-tins temperature results
In lighter, better tasting bourbon All heavines.
I. Ahead out . . . only rid., light Winn., of
bourbon goodness Is 1.11
There is something new in better bourbon and Ws

Glenmore
Mr)SFLICI LAB

from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice
Across

-4

Only $1.50 1/2 Pint
Distributed by Bryant Diftr. Co., Oweetsbore, Ky.

Auction Sale
the late W.E. Satterfield
formerly known as the

Almus Williams place
The farm is located 5 miles East of Fulton
(Turn South at Oak Grove Church for one mile)
Household furnishings; R. C. A. Television;
farming tools, including one Ford tractor
with equipment; one Plymouth automobile;
hog feeders and hay mangers; Homelite

•

chain saw, like new; approximately 650

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CALL 435-R

Bill Gray, Auctioneer
Lunch will be served

Mrs. W. E. Satterfield, Administratrbe

FREE!

Mall/SCOPE
TECHNICOLOR

THE

LAWLES

BREED

•

AUDIE MURPHY

•

Starts Sunday
For Adults Only
No one under 16
Admitted Unless
Accompanied by
Adult!
ADMISSION
75e
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NINES FISH-DIAL
to all attending

$3.45-COUPON-$3.45

Two Door Prizes To Be Given Away

This coupon and 50c buys a Reg.

SAT. NOV. 4th. Nothing to buy; just
come in and register.

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE

NO

$3.95 "Dasey"

RECLINING CHAIR
BOAT LIGHT KIT

INCREASE

IN

PRICE I

magnetic bottle

opener.

HUNTING COATS, $30 Value; insulated lining: Special
$16.95
TIES, Values up to $1.50
2 for $1.00
SHOTGUN SHELL SPECIAL! 16-Gauge, life load, _ $2.20
Box
INSULATED UNDERWEAR Jackets or pants, each ___
$5.00
INSULATED SOX _2
PAIRS
$1.00
THERMO UNDERWEAR, pants or shirts
special half-price
offer: Regularly $2.00 value now only _ _
___ $1.00
$4.95 BASKETBALLS, SPECIALLY PRICED AT ONLY __ $2.99
$5.00 FOOTBALLS, SPECIALLY PRICED AT ONLY
$3.99
EXTENSION CORDS, $2 Value, now half price:
$1.00
2-Piece rain suit with hood (complete outfit)
$6.95
HUNTING CAPS
FROM $1.00 AND UP
Reg. $19.00 Hunting suit (coats & pants) SPECIAL at
$14.95
Many other bargains in our store for this grand opening
event.
Headquarters for complete hunting, fishing and sporting goods.
-.

*BIDS

every
garment
must satisfy
completely
or you may
return it
for an
imrnedia•e
refund!

In 6-Gal. Cases
• • •

$1.89 GALLON

Authorized Dealer

In Less Than

TEE MOATS
cm. L, Xi
"11.1." SNORTS
Same 211t. ••

89c
EACH
3 FOR
$2.65

ing -Dakin-Smith &
Wesson-Harris & Richardson and Iver Johnson

AUTHORIZED-BROWNING
DEALER

LEADER ATHLETIC & SPORTING GOODS CO.
LAKE STREET
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Tonight & Friday
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"THE GREAT IMPOSTER"

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th THROUGH SATURDAY, NOV. 4th

$1.75 GAL.

Phone

-AS-

2

GRAND OPENING

(Anti-rust additive)

FULTON
COOPERATIVE

Tony Curtis

RAY'S Sandwich Shop

ANTI - FREEZE

SOUTHERN STATES

TONIGHT & FRIDAY

THE HOME OF GOOD SERVICE AND FINE FOODS

UNICO
PERMANENT

bales of good hay.

FLILT CI N,

CURB SERVICE:
THE BEST IN TOWN

AT

Quarts also available

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 - Nights 160

g001....re anseins

Try Our Take Home Service
Order By Phoning 9168

Saturday, October 28 at 10:00 A. M.
at the farm of

No bid shall be withdrawn for
a period of forty-five (45) days
subsequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the Fulton
City Council.
CITY COUNCIL 07 FULTON,
KENTUCKY.
By Nelson A. Tripp, Mayor
Martha Smith, City Clerk

BAR-B-Q
BY THE POUND
$1.50
WHOLE SHOULDER
$5.50
BURGERS
20c
THICK SHAKES .
. 20c

Nil UNDERWEAR

of Ks...stay Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Wick Smith Agency

Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS'PHONE
20-R or 247

(15 Years' Experience)

WONDERFUL WASH 'PA' WEA R

a full 90-proof

Scott's Floral Shoppe

CUSTOM BAR-B-0.

PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our LowCost, three
payment
plan
AUTOMOBILE roucrEs.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

TWO TECHNICOLOR HITS! SATURDAY
BLAZING WITH A-C-T-I-O-N!

CHILL-FILTERED

FREE

of her home, about 1-2 miles south
of Jolly's market se Fulton-Martin highway.

For Every Occasion

GILLUM

TRANSFER CO.

VOTE "YES" NOVEMBER 7

HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

EXCHANGE

RAILROADS NEED
MEN

VOTE "RIGHT' NOVEMBER 7

FLOWERS

BEST

CLEANEST

Forest growing stock in Kentucky is increasing almost twice
as fast as it is being removed
through
harvest and
natural
causes.

Are you suffering? Are you sick?
Do you have bad luck? Then take
your problems to Mother Mohawk,
she will heal all your pains by the
hand of God. She has a special
holy water that came from the
saints of Jerusalem that will heal
you that your eyes can see and
your heart believe. White and
colored welcome; open 7 days a
week. Look for the palm in front

FULTON, KY.
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